CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND DISCRETIONARY TRAVEL POLICY

1. **Overview.** There is nearly always a direct cost of CPD; registration, travel and subsistence and there will usually be an indirect cost associated with time off duties. The School has CPD and Discretionary Travel funds earmarked and reports CPD activity annually.

2. **Definition - CPD.** The GMC defines CPD as follows:

   CPD is any learning outside of undergraduate education or postgraduate training that helps you maintain and improve your performance. It covers the development of your knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviours across all areas of your professional practice. It includes both formal and informal learning activities.

3. **Types of CPD.** Developing an individual will normally benefit both the individual and the employer; both in the short and long term. While these benefits are likely to overlap it is convenient to consider CPD in two types:

   a. **Type 1. Prepare the individual for their role - a direct benefit to the School.** Where a staff member requires new core skills to equip them for a role that they have been appointed to or to equip them for a role that has developed. The employer should establish the need for this type of development, usually through the appraisal process. The School will normally choose who is best equipped to receive this form of CPD and the maximum numbers who might attend the same course. The School may elect to bring trainers to teach a group rather than send individuals out to attend courses. **In this context Recognition of Training will be considered Type 1 CPD.**

   b. **Type 2. Develop or benefit the individual – an indirect benefit to the School.** Where generating new skills in an individual will benefit their career or will mentally stimulate them. Initiation of this form of CPD usually comes from the individual and would normally be supported by the line manager, the mentor or both. The School might reasonably expect that staff members who benefit from CPD add value back; by performing at a higher level or taking on additional duties.

4. **Definition - Discretionary Travel.** In this context ‘discretionary’ travel refers to the school paying the travel and subsistence (T&S) costs for staff members to attend an activity that is beneficial to them but not school core business.

5. **Types of Discretionary Travel:**

   a. **Conferences.** Attendance to give an oral presentation or a poster with oral component of original research work, of which the member of staff is the author or joint author; at a meeting of a learned society, academic conference, symposium etc of national standing to be held worldwide, with a view to publication of the work (costs will be met for only one contributor when presenting multi-authored work).

   b. **Development.** Making a maximum of one visit in each academic year to hear original contributions to learning at a meeting of a learned society academic conference or symposium held worldwide.

   c. **Establishment / Development of International Collaborations.** Cases will be considered where international collaboration has been set up or where travel is required to fulfil a grant but no travel component is available.

6. **Protocols.** No two cases are the same however to ensure some sort of parity the following protocols will be applied:

   a. University provided courses (ie CAPOD) will be considered before any externally funded courses. See the **PDMS website** for course list and booking process.
b. Local CPD courses will be preferred to similar courses offered further afield (ie to minimise subsistence costs).

c. Distance learning would normally be preferred to residential courses.

d. It is unlikely that any individual would receive funding for more than one Type 2 CPD activity per annum.

e. The School may approve Type 2 CPD on the proviso that the individual secures additional external funding or contributes some of the cost themselves.

f. In each case the application will be considered in cost / benefit terms; cost being both cash commitment and time off from duties.


g. Under normal circumstances, individuals can only expect to be supported for a maximum of one conference in any one year.

h. No more than one person can claim to attend the same meeting on the basis of one output, other than in exceptional circumstances.

i. The school will not normally support more than 2 members of staff to travel to the same meeting.

j. Funding can be used to match contributions from the applicants themselves or from other sources of funding. However, the total amount claimed from all sources must not exceed the total cost of participation at the event for which the funding is required.

k. Awards are subject to funds being available.

l. Funding will be conditional on an individual being appraised in the previous 12 months.

7. **Personal Contribution.** Staff who apply for School funds to pay for Type 2 CPD may be invited to contribute something towards their own development. Such a partnership encourages commitment.

8. **Value for Money.** The [University travel subsistence and expenses policy](#) gives clear advice about what can be claimed and how to make a claim. The School expects that:

   a. For rail and air travel staff should book through DP and L in advance or should book Apex or on-line tickets and claim the costs.

   b. Staff can prove that the cheapest appropriate travel options have been used; only economy airfares at the cheapest rate will be re-reimbursed.

   c. The school will pay subsistence for:

      (1) Taxi / bus travel at destination.

      (2) Parking charges at the event / airport.

      (3) Meals, if not provided at the event. There is no absolute value on what can be claimed but there is an expectation that no more than £20 per day will be supported.

      (4) The school will not reimburse alcoholic drinks.
9. **Travel abroad.** Those who are travelling abroad should complete a risk assessment, if required, and confirm that their itinerary / contact details are recorded by the school before their journey.

10. **Application process.** As the boundary between CPD and Discretionary Travel can be vague there is a single application process for both types of funding. The School will normally provide Type 1 CPD if there is a clear skills gap and will consider applications for Type 2 CPD or Discretionary Travel on a case-by-case basis. All applications must demonstrate benefit or need.

The process should be:

   a. **Type 1 CPD.** The line manager should initiate the process. If there is a resource implication then the application form below should be submitted by the line manager. These cases will be approved or moderated by the Ops / Exec Group.

   b. **Types 2 CPD / Discretionary Travel.** The individual should submit a request with the line manager or mentor’s support indicated. These cases will be approved or rejected by the Ops / Exec Group; approval will indicate the extent that the School will commit resources or permit time away from work.
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE FUND APPLICATION FORM

To be used for applications from the CPD or Discretionary Travel funds. Download a Word Doc, complete the appropriate sections and send to the Executive Administrator.

1. **Type.** (select one of): CPD / Discretionary Travel.

2. **Applicant details:**
   a. Name
   b. Appointment
   c. Line manager / supervisor’s name
   d. Date application submitted

3. **Application details:**
   a. Describe the event; name of course, type of training, type of conference, presentation, accepted poster, lab visit etc:
   b. Location and dates of the event:
   c. Deadline for registration / final date for early registration:
   d. Justification (capability shortfall / change in role / how this will Develop or benefit you):
   e. Perceived benefit:
   f. CPD only. Preferred course or activity (provider / location / time):
   g. CPD only. Alternatives (must include local and distance learning):
   h. CPD only. Timeframe for delivery:
   i. Date / details of last school-supported travel or CPD or grant.

4. **Expected Costs.** Where possible please attach supporting documentation

   The expected cost for CPD / Disc Travel will not normally exceed £1500 for an international meeting or £600 in the UK

   a. Registration
   b. Travel, including comparative costs for air / rail and driving options
   c. Accommodation
   d. Subsistence
   e. List alternative funding sources (including expected or tolerable personal contribution):

5. **Supporting statement.** From Line manager / Supervisor

Expenses claims must be submitted within six weeks of the expenditure being incurred and approved via normal expenses claims processes. Failure to submit the claim within this timescale may result in the claim being void
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE FUND AWARD LETTER
COMPLETED BY THE OPS GP

6. **Reference:**
   a. Name
   b. Type of award (CPD / Disc Travel)
   c. Date of activity

7. **Approval by Ops / Exec Gp:**
   a. Budget commitment:
   b. Caveats:
   c. Cost centre:
   d. Date of approval

8. **Conditions**
   a. **Travel Abroad Risk Assessment required (Y / N)**
   b. **News Story.** Please send Karen Ross a 150 word story with 2 relevant digital pictures.
   c. **Reflection.** Members of staff who receive a grant to the cost of CPD or discretionary travel are requested to complete a short reflection in order that the school has an audit of the impact of the funding. The reflection will be circulated to the school Management Group. The report should not exceed one side of paper.
      i. Name and appointment:
      ii. Title of Course, training or event:
      iii. Provider:
      iv. Total Cost:
      v. School Contribution:
      vi. Personal Contribution:
      vii. Additional Funding:
      viii. Brief description including length & content:
      ix. Keywords: (no more than 2)
      x. Please reflect on what you gained from attending this event:
      xi. Following this course / event in what way might you alter your practice?
      xii. Would you recommend this course to other? Please explain your answer
      xiii. How will the School of Medicine benefit from your attendance at this event
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